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Abstract

Continual learning aims to efficiently learn from a non-
stationary stream of data while avoiding forgetting the
knowledge of old data. In many practical applications,
data complies with non-Euclidean geometry. As such, the
commonly used Euclidean space cannot gracefully capture
non-Euclidean geometric structures of data, leading to in-
ferior results. In this paper, we study continual learning
from a novel perspective by exploring data geometry for
the non-stationary stream of data. Our method dynami-
cally expands the geometry of the underlying space to match
growing geometric structures induced by new data, and pre-
vents forgetting by keeping geometric structures of old data
into account. In doing so, making use of the mixed cur-
vature space, we propose an incremental search scheme,
through which the growing geometric structures are en-
coded. Then, we introduce an angular-regularization loss
and a neighbor-robustness loss to train the model, capa-
ble of penalizing the change of global geometric structures
and local geometric structures. Experiments show that our
method achieves better performance than baseline methods
designed in Euclidean space.

1. Introduction

Unlike humans, artificial neural networks perform
poorly to learn new knowledge in a continual manner. The
tendency to lose the knowledge previously learned, known
as catastrophic forgetting, is due to the fact that important
parameters of a neural network for old data are changed to
meet the objectives of new data. There have been many
continual learning methods [12, 14, 23, 32, 49, 53], and their
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goal is to remember the knowledge from old data while ef-
fectively learning from new data. They have achieved im-
pressive performance in alleviating catastrophic forgetting.

However, a long-lasting issue with existing methods is
that data geometry is rarely studied in continual learning.
Existing methods usually assume that data is Euclidean and
they use Euclidean geometry to process the data stream.
In fact, data in countless applications intrinsically has non-
Euclidean geometric structures [2, 6]. Several studies show
that non-Euclidean geometric structures can be better cap-
tured by particular forms of Riemannian geometry [15, 35].
For example, the hyperbolic geometry has a natural expres-
sive ability for the hierarchical structure and is hence used
successfully for fine-grained images [22, 29]. The spheri-
cal geometry is shown as a suitable choice for face images
that have the cyclical structure [27, 46]. In addition to the
geometric structures discussed above, natural data may be
diverse and irregular in structure, e.g., data exhibits hier-
archical forms in some regions and cyclical forms in oth-
ers [31, 40]. Overall, distortions produced when using Eu-
clidean geometry for non-Euclidean geometric structures
are overwhelming, causing the loss of semantic informa-
tion, and hence resulting in inferior performance [3]. In this
paper, we study how to attain suitable non-Euclidean ge-
ometry to capture the intrinsic geometric structures of data
during continual learning.

To achieve our goal, we have to face two challenges (see
Fig. 1). (1) Non-stationary stream of data will inevitably
increase the complexity of intrinsic geometric structures. In
other words, fixing the geometry of the underlying space
cannot always match new and unseen data in continual
learning. For example, more and more complex hierarchies
in a data stream bring more leaf nodes, requiring a faster
growing space volume with the radius, which conflicts with
a fixed geometry [17]. (2) Old data is not accessible in con-
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Figure 1. Illustrations of the two challenges of exploring data
geometry in continual learning. Different color denotes different
classes. (a) A fixed geometry cannot handle more and more com-
plex hierarchy in a data stream. The geometric structure of leaf
nodes is destroyed. (b) Learning from new data (in the blue dash
box) will destroy the captured hierarchical structures of old data.

tinual learning, and learning from new data may destroy the
captured geometric structures of old data, resulting in the
catastrophic forgetting problem. Since geometric structures
are characterized by distances or angles between instances,
destroying the captured geometric structures may cause un-
desirable data distribution (e.g., classes are not separable).

In this work, we use the mixed-curvature space to em-
bed data, which is a product of multiple constant curva-
ture spaces acting as submanifolds [19, 42]. The mixed-
curvature space has shown to be superior to Euclidean space
in some machine learning tasks, owing to its ability to cap-
ture non-Euclidean geometric structures [40, 43]. Exam-
ples include image classification [16], graph analysis [46],
and information retrieval [48]. The geometry of a mixed-
curvature space is determined by the number, dimension,
and curvature of constant curvature spaces. By changing the
geometry, we are able to adjust the mixed-curvature space
to match specific geometric structures of data [52]. For
example, positive curvatures are suitable for local cyclical
structures, and negative curvatures are suitable for hierar-
chical structures in a region. Based on the mixed-curvature
space, we restate the two challenges: (1) how to identify the
suitable geometry of the mixed-curvature space for growing
geometric structures, and (2) how to preserve the geometric
structures of old data when learning from new data in the
mixed-curvature space.

We introduce a geometry incremental search scheme to
solve the first challenge. We build a submanifold pool by
sampling subsets of coordinates from features, where the
length of coordinates is the dimension of constant curvature

spaces and features are projected to them using initial curva-
tures. Given new data, we select constant curvature spaces
that contribute significantly to the current task to expand ge-
ometry of the mixed-curvature space. In this case, the grow-
ing geometric structures are well encoded. We introduce
two loss functions, i.e., an angular-regularization loss and
a neighbor-robustness loss, to solve the second challenge.
The angular-regularization loss penalizes the change of an-
gles between any pair of instances to preserve global struc-
tures. The neighbor-robustness loss realizes within-class
compactness and between-class separability in a neighbor
to preserve the discriminative power of local structures. As
a result, our method is capable of efficiently learning from
new data and preventing forgetting of old data. Our method
is evaluated on multiple continual learning settings, and ex-
perimental results show the effectiveness of our method.

In summary, our contributions are three-fold. (1) To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore data ge-
ometry for continual learning. Our method is efficient for
learning from a non-stationary stream of data. (2) We intro-
duce an incremental search scheme that identifies the suit-
able geometry for growing geometric structures of data. (3)
We introduce an angle-regularization loss and a neighbor-
robustness loss, capable of preserving geometric structures
of old data in the mixed-curvature space.

2. Related Work

2.1. Continual Learning

Continual learning is mainly studied under two scenar-
ios: task incremental learning [23,51] and class incremental
learning [36, 50]. In task incremental learning, a model is
trained on incremental tasks with clear boundaries. At the
test stage, the task ID is provided. In contrast, the class in-
cremental learning targets a more challenging and practical
setup, where the task ID is not provided at the test stage. In
this paper, we focus on class incremental learning.

Existing techniques for continual learning can be broadly
divided into three categories: replay-based methods,
regularization-based methods, and architecture-based meth-
ods. Replay-based methods store a small amount of old
data [8, 12, 36], gradients of old data [13, 30], features
of old data [54], or train a generative model for old
data [41, 53], and review them to tune the model when
new data comes. Regularization-based methods penal-
ize the update of features or parameters to avoid catas-
trophic forgetting. Representative schemes include measur-
ing the importance of parameters [23, 51], projecting gra-
dients onto a null space [24, 45], and distilling knowledge
from the old model [28,44]. Architecture-based methods al-
locate specific parameters to different data. When new data
comes, some methods select parameters from a fixed super-
model [32,39] and some methods add new parameters to an
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expandable model [38, 49].
Different from existing methods that do not consider

data geometry and use Euclidean space for all data, we ex-
plore data geometry by producing suitable manifolds for
new data and ensuring that the geometric structures are
kept unchanged to avoid forgetting. Compared with pre-
serving features or parameters, preserving geometric struc-
tures provides flexibility to the model and makes a better
balance between learning new knowledge and remember-
ing old knowledge. Meanwhile, compared with methods
that expand the network architecture, expanding geometry
of the underlying space in our method avoids huge resource
consumption.

2.2. Mixed-curvature Space

The mixed-curvature space has shown superior perfor-
mance to the Euclidean space in various problems such as
natural language processing [33], computer vision [16], and
graph analysis [3]. A mixed-curvature space uses multiple
constant-curvature spaces as submanifolds to model com-
plex geometric structures. Despite its success, one chal-
lenge that remains is how to match its geometry to the in-
trinsic structures of data. Unsuitable geometry results in
overwhelming distortions and inferior performance. Some
methods identify the geometry by trial-and-error experi-
ments [19, 42], which yet is a resource-intensive process.
Recently, several methods learn to automatically identify
the suitable geometry. Sun et al. [43] utilize the attention
mechanism to assign weights for submanifolds. Wang et
al. [46] update curvatures of the mixed-curvature space via
gradient descent. Shevkunov and Prokhorenkova [40], and
Zhang et al. [52] employ overlapping spaces and a sparse
gating mechanism to select submanifolds, respectively.

Different from these methods that identify geometry for
a fixed geometric structure of data, our incremental search
scheme is designed for a non-stationary stream of data with
growing structures. In addition, compared with most meth-
ods that use a fixed number of submanifolds and learn cur-
vatures and weights for them, our method dynamically in-
creases the number of constant curvature spaces, capable of
matching more complex structures.

3. Preliminary
This section describes the constant curvature space and

mixed-curvature space involved in our method.
Constant curvature space. A constant curvature space

(CCS) is a smooth Riemannian manifold, denoted by Cd
K

with the dimension being d and the curvature being K. The
sign of K defines three types of spaces. A negative cur-
vature defines a hyperbolic space, and we use the Poincaré
ball model [10] to work for hyperbolic space. A zero curva-
ture defines the Euclidean space. A positive curvature de-
fines a hypersphere space. We opt for the projected sphere

model [7] to work for hypersphere. For u ∈ Cd
K , its tan-

gent space, denoted by TuCd
K , is a Euclidean space. We

use the exponential map expKu (·) : TuCd
K → Cd

K and the
logarithmic map logKu (·) : Cd

K → TuCd
K to achieve trans-

formations between CCS and its tangent space,
expKu (q) = u⊕K

(
tanK(

√
|K|λ

K
u ∥q∥
2

)
q√

|K| · ∥q∥

)
logKu (x) =

2√
|K|λKu

tan−1
K (

√
|K| · ∥ − u⊕Kx∥) −u⊕Kx

∥ − u⊕Kx∥

,

(1)
where, ⊕K is the Möbius addition operation, defined as

x⊕Ky =
(1− 2K⟨x,y⟩2 −K∥y∥2)x+ (1 +K∥x∥2)y

1− 2K⟨x,y⟩2 +K2∥x∥2∥y∥2 ,

and tanK(·) is tan(·) if K ≥ 0, otherwise tanK(·) is the
hyperbolic tangent function tanh(·). Similarly, tan−1

K (·) =
tan−1(·) if K ≥ 0, otherwise tan−1

K (·) = tanh−1(·).
A CCS is equipped with a metric g : TuCd

K × TuCd
K →

R that induces the distance and angle on the space. For
x,y ∈ Cd

K , distance between them is

ψK(x,y) =
2√
|K|

tan−1
K (

√
|K| · ∥ − x⊕Ky∥). (2)

The angle in the CCS at the origin 0 is conformal to that
in Euclidean space. For vectors q, s ∈ T0Cd

K , the angle
between them is

cos(∠q0s) =
g(q, s)√

g(q, q)
√
g(s, s)

=
⟨q, s⟩
∥q∥∥s∥ . (3)

Mixed-curvature space. The mixed-curvature space is
defined as the Cartesian product of multiple CCSs, M :=

×m
j=1C

dj

Kj
[19], where Cdj

Kj
is the j-th CCS, acting as the

j-th submanifold. There are m CCSs in M totally. Cur-
vatures of all CCSs are denoted by K = {K1, · · · ,Km}.
Any x ∈ M is represented by a vector concatenation,
x = (x1, · · · ,xm), where xj ∈ Cdj

Kj
. Similarly, the tan-

gent space TuM of M is defined by the Cartesian product
of tangent spaces of CCSs, TuM := ×m

j=1Tuj
Cdj

Kj
, with

u = (u1, · · · ,um) ∈ M being the tangent point. A tan-
gent vector q ∈ TuM is q = (q1, · · · , qm), where qj ∈
Tuj

Cdj

Kj
. The exponential map ExpKu(·) : TuM → M and

the logarithmic map LogKu(·) : M → TuM in the mixed-
curvature space is

ExpK
u(q) =

(
expK1

u1
(q1), · · · , exp

Km
um

(qm)
)

LogKu(x) =
(
logK1

u1
(x1), · · · , logKm

um
(xm)

) . (4)

If the j-th CCS has the metric gj , the mixed-curvature
space has the metric G(q, s) =

∑m
j=1 gj(qj , sj). For two

vectors x,y ∈ M, the squared distance between them in
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Figure 2. The framework of our method. Dt denotes the training data given at step t. GIS denotes the geometry incremental search scheme,
and P denotes the submanifold pool. Qt contains selected CCSs from P at step t, and Mt is the constructed mixed-curvature space, where
× means the Cartesian product. We train our model under the cross-entropy loss Lt

ce, and the newly designed Lt
global and Lt

local losses.

the mixed-curvature space is given by the sum of squared
distances in CCSs,

Ψ2(x,y) =
∑m

j=1
ψ2
Kj

(xj ,yj), (5)

where ψ2
Kj

(·) is the squared distance in Cdj

Kj
. For two vec-

tors q, s ∈ T0M, the angle between them is

cos(∠q0s) =
G(q, s)√

G(q, q)
√
G(s, s)

=

∑m
j=1 gj(qj , sj)√∑m

j=1 gj(qj , qj)
√∑m

j=1 gj(sj , sj)
=

⟨q, s⟩
∥q∥∥s∥

.

(6)

4. Method
4.1. Formulation

Continual learning is cast as training a model from a
stream of data (D1, · · · ,DT ), received at T distinct steps.
Dt denotes the training data at step t, containingNt pairs of
the form of (I, y), where I is an instance (e.g., an image)
and y is the associated label from the label space Yt. Label
spaces at different steps have no overlap, Y1∩· · ·∩YT = ∅.
Dt is only available at step t. Our goal is to correctly clas-
sify instances from all seen classes. In other words, after
the training process at step t, the model is evaluated in the
label space ∪t

i=1Yi.
We use a backbone fθt(·) to extract features from an in-

stance I , where θt denotes the parameter at step t. Then,
fθt(I) ∈ Rd is projected to xt = (xt

1, · · · ,xt
mt

) in
the mixed-curvature space Mt, where Mt = ×mt

j=1C
dj

Kt
j

is produced by our geometry incremental search scheme
GIS(Mt−1,Dt) that expands Mt−1 to get Mt using Dt,
and mt is the number of CCSs.

We perform distance-based classification for xt. At step
t, suppose that there are n classes totally and the classifier

of the l-th class is W t
l ∈ Rd, classifiers of all classes are

denoted by W t = [W t
1, · · · ,W

t
n]. W t

l is also projected
to wt

l ∈ Mt in the mixed-curvature space. The probability
that xt belongs to the l-th class is

p(l|xt) =
exp

(
−Ψ2(xt,wt

l)
)∑n

l′=1 exp
(
−Ψ2(xt,wt

l′)
) . (7)

We update the backbone and the classifier by minimizing
the cross-entropy loss Lt

ce for classification, and the newly
designed angular-regularization loss Lt

global and neighbor-
robustness loss Lt

local for preventing the change of geomet-
ric structures. Our framework is shown in Fig. 2.

4.2. Geometry Incremental Search Scheme

Notation. At step t, we omit the index t of the backbone
fθ, classifier W , and curvature K if they are not trained
and initialized by results from step t − 1. For example, at
step t, we use θ to denote the backbone parameter that is
initialized by θt−1, and θt means it is well-trained at step t.

Before training, we build a submanifold pool of CCSs,
P = {Cd1

K1
,Cd2

K2
, · · · ,Cdξ

Kξ
}, by sampling subsets of coor-

dinates from fθ(I) ∈ Rd. Concretely,
(1) Each Cdj

Kj
corresponds to a subset of coordinates in

fθ(I), starting from the csj-th dimension to the cej-th dimen-
sion in fθ(I), and the dimension dj = cej − csj + 1. The
correspondence rule (i.e., csj and cej) is pre-defined and does
not change with t. For example, we can randomly generate
them with csj < cej < d.

(2) Representation on Cdj

Kj
is xj = exp

Kj

0 (fθ(I)[c
s
j : cej ]),

where fθ(I)[csj : c
e
j ] is a dj-dimension vector.

(3) The number ξ of CCSs in P does not change with t.
(4) Curvatures K = {K1, · · · ,Kξ} change with t. At the
beginning of step t, K is initialized by curvatures from step
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Figure 3. The illustration of the geometry incremental search. We build a submanifold pool P of six CCSs. We project feature fθ(I) ∈ Rd

to CCSs, and update weights atj and curvatures Kt
j for CCSs by minimizing a weight-sum classification loss. The mixed-curvature space

Mt is constructed by combining CCSs with high weights (contained in Qt) and CCSs selected at previous steps (contained in ∪t−1
i=1Q

i). We
also project the classifier W l ∈ Rd to wl ∈ Mt. The distance Ψ2(xt,wl) composed of distances ψ2

Kt
j

in CCSs is used for classification.

t− 1. (Curvatures are then updated via Eq. (8))
At step t, we select CCSs from P to expand the ge-

ometry of the underlying space, according to their impor-
tance for classifying Dt. We project the classifier W l of
the l-th class to these CCSs based on sampled coordinates,
wlj = exp

Kj

0 (W l[c
s
j : cej ]). We assign initial weight aj

to the j-th CCS, and all weights are collectively denoted by
A = {a1, · · · , am}. To identify proper CCSs, we minimize
the following weight-sum classification loss,

At,Kt = argmin
A,K

EI∼D

[
− log

exp
(
−
∑m

j=1 aj · ψ2
Kj

(xj ,wyj)
)∑n

l′=1 exp
(
−
∑m

j=1 aj · ψ2
Kj

(xj ,wl′j)
)] ,

(8)
where y is the ground truth of I , At = {at1, · · · , atm}, and
Kt = {Kt

1, · · · ,Kt
m}. We select CCSs from P according

to their weights atj ,

Qt = {Cdj

Kt
j
|atj > τ1}, (9)

where τ1 is a threshold. The geometry incremental search
scheme expands Mt−1 to get Mt by combining Qt with
CCSs selected at previous steps,

Mt := ×Cd
K

∈∪t
i=1Q

iCd
K , (10)

where |∪t
i=1Qi| = mt. The representation in Mt is xt =

(xt
1, · · · ,xt

mt
), where xt

j = exp
Kt

j

0 (fθ(I)[c
s
j : c

e
j ]) ∈ Cdj

Kt
j
,

and Cdj

Kt
j

∈ ∪t
i=1Qi. Similarly, the classifier for the l-

th task is wl = (wl1, · · · ,wlmt
) ∈ Mt, where wlj =

exp
Kt

j

0 (W l[c
s
j : c

e
j ]) ∈ Cdj

Kt
j
, and Cdj

Kt
j
∈ ∪t

i=1Qi. Based on

Mt, we train θ and W to maximize the performance. Note
that, although the dimension of xt may grow with t, the di-
mension of both the feature fθ(I) and the classifier W l are
fixed as d. The architecture and parameter number of the

backbone are fixed during training, and we just add classi-
fiers for new classes. Thus, our resource consumption does
not grow much in the data stream. This process is shown
in Fig. 3.

4.3. Geometric Structure Preserving

To alleviate catastrophic forgetting, we preserve cap-
tured geometric structures of old data, through which in-
stances of the same class are close to each other and far
from those of different classes. In doing so, we store a few
instances of old classes in a memory buffer B, and introduce
the angular-regularization loss Lglobal for global structures
and the neighbor-robustness loss Llocal for local structures.

4.3.1 Angular regularization loss

We use angles between instances to characterize the global
geometric structures of data. The idea is that if angles be-
tween old data are preserved, the geometric structures are
also preserved. At step t, we measure angles of instances
in the memory buffer, and changes of the angles compared
with those at step t− 1 are penalized.

Concretely, for any two instances I, I ′ ∈ B, we obtain
their representations xt,x′t ∈ Mt. Their representations
xt−1,x′t−1 ∈ Mt−1 are also computed using fθt−1 and
Mt−1. We project xt,x′t,xt−1,x′t−1 to tangent spaces,qt = LogK

t

0 (xt)

q′t = LogK
t

0 (x′t)
,

qt−1 = LogK
t−1

0 (xt−1)

q′t−1 = LogK
t−1

0 (x′t−1)
, (11)

where qt, q′t ∈ T0Mt and qt−1, q′t−1 ∈ T0Mt−1. Their
angles in the tangent spaces are computed by

cos(∠qt0q′t) =
⟨qt, q′t⟩
∥qt∥∥q′t∥ ,

cos(∠qt−10q′t−1) =
⟨qt−1, q′t−1⟩
∥qt−1∥∥q′t−1∥ ,

(12)
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The angular-regularization loss penalizes the difference be-
tween ∠qt0q′t and ∠qt−10q′t−1 by

Lt
global =

∑
(Ii,Ij∈B)

lδ
(
cos(∠qt0q′t), cos(∠qt−10q′t−1)

)
,

(13)
where lδ is the Huber loss [34],

lδ(a, b) =


1

2
(a− b)2, if |a− b| ≤ 1,

|a− b| − 1

2
, otherwise

. (14)

4.3.2 Neighbor-robustness loss

The neighbor-robustness loss preserves the local structures
by realizing within-class compactness and between-class
separability. At step t, for any I, I ′ ∈ B, the squared dis-
tance Ψ2(xt−1,x′t−1) between their representations xt−1

and x′t−1 are computed.
We measure neighbors of I at step t− 1 as{
N t−1

w (I) = {I ′|Ψ2(xt−1,x′t−1) < τ2 and y = y′}

N t−1
b (I) = {I ′|Ψ2(xt−1,x′t−1) < τ2 and y ̸= y′}

, (15)

where N t−1
w (I) is the within-class neighbors of I ,

N t−1
b (I) denotes the between-class neighbors of I , and

τ2 is a threshold. Next, we calculate the within-class and
between-class coefficients between I, I ′ as

wt−1 =

{
1, if I ∈ N t−1

w (I ′) or I ′ ∈ N t−1
w (I)

0, otherwise
, (16)

bt−1 =

{
1, if I ∈ N t−1

b (I ′) or I ′ ∈ N t−1
b (I)

0, otherwise
. (17)

Based on wt−1 and bt−1, an affinity coefficient is computed
by et−1 = wt−1 − bt−1. We summarize the above process
as et−1 = E

(
N t−1

w (I),N t−1
w (I ′)

)
.

Finally, the neighbor-robustness loss forces the squared
distance Ψ2(xt,x′t) at step t to comply with the affinity
coefficient at step t− 1,

Lt
local =

∑
(I,I′∈B)

E
(
N t−1

w (I),N t−1
w (I ′)

)
Ψ2(xt,x′t),

(18)
through which local structures become discriminative.

4.4. Training

Our goal is to train the parameter θ of the backbone fθ
and the classifier W in the stream of data. Given new data
Dt at step t, we first produce the mixed-curvature space Mt

via the geometry incremental search scheme. Then, we train
θ and W under the guidance of a cross-entropy loss Lt

ce,
the angular-regularization loss Lt

global, and the neighbor-
robustness loss Lt

local. The cross-entropy loss Lt
ce is

Lt
ce = EI∼(Dt∪B) [− log p(ŷ|I)] . (19)

Algorithm 1 Training process of the proposed method.

Input: Data stream (D1, · · · ,DT ). Randomly initialized back-
bone fθ and classifier W . Memory buffer B = ∅.

Output: Updated backbone fθT and classifier W T .
1: while t < T do
2: Initialize θ and W by parameters from step t− 1.
3: while k < MaxIteration do
4: Optimize weights A and curvatures K of CCSs via

Eq. (8), using data from Dt.
5: end while
6: Produce the underlying space Mt for Dt via the geometry

incremental search scheme via Eq. (9) and Eq. (10).
7: while k < MaxIteration do
8: Update the backbone fθ and classifier W by minimiz-

ing the classification loss Lt
ce, angular-regularization

loss Lt
global, and neighbor-discriminative loss Lt

local in
Eq. (20).

9: end while
10: Obtain fθt and W t.
11: Randomly select a few instances from Dt and add them to

B.
12: end while
13: Return fθT and W T .

Overall, the loss function at step t is given by

Lt = Lt
ce + λ1Lt

global + λ2Lt
local, (20)

where λ1 and λ2 are the trade-off hyperparameters. Af-
ter the training process, we obtain the backbone θt and the
classifier W t = [W t

1, · · · ,W
t
n]. Then we randomly select

a few instances from Dt and add them into B. The pseudo-
code of the training process is summarized in Algorithm 1.

5. Experiments
5.1. Settings

Datasets. We evaluate our method on the CIFAR-
100 [25] and Tiny-ImageNet [26] datasets that are com-
monly used in continual learning. CIFAR-100 has 100
classes, and Tiny-ImageNet consists of 200 classes.

We test our method on two groups of settings follow-
ing standard protocols: whether the model is pre-trained
on a large number of classes [47, 54]. (1) We pre-train our
model in a large number of classes. For CIFAR-100, we test
our method on three settings: C100-B50-S5, C100-B50-
S10, and C100-B40-S20. For Tiny-ImageNet, we test our
method on three settings: T200-B100-S5, T200-B100-S10,
and T200-B100-S20. For instance, C100-B50-S5 means
that we first pre-train the model using the first 50 classes,
and the following classes are split into 5 steps that each
has 10 classes. (2) We do not pre-train our model. We
use the CIFAR-100 dataset and test our method on three
settings: C100-B0-S5, C100-B0-S10, C100-B0-S20. The
second group of settings are more challenging.
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Method C100-B50-S5 C100-B50-S10 C100-B40-S20
iCaRLCNN [36] 40.19 38.87 34.26
iCaRLNME [36] 49.14 45.31 40.53

EEIL [11] 50.21 47.60 42.23
LUCIR [21] 54.71 50.53 48.00
PASS [54] 55.67 49.03 48.48
IL2A [53] 54.98 45.07 45.74
HFA [18] 55.55 52.11 46.12

Ours 56.03 54.31 49.32

Table 1. Final accuracy (%) on the C100-B50-S5, C100-B50-S10,
and C100-B40-S20 settings.

Method T200-B100-S5 T200-B100-S10 T200-B100-S20
iCaRLCNN [36] 23.17 20.71 20.28
iCaRLNME [36] 34.43 33.24 27.51

EEIL [11] 35.00 33.67 27.64
IL2A [53] 36.58 34.28 28.34
HFA [18] 36.11 33.65 31.37

Ours 38.10 37.99 34.85

Table 2. Final accuracy (%) on the T200-B100-S5, T200-B100-
S10, and T200-B100-S20 settings.

Experimental Details. ResNet-18 [20] is used as the
backbone and trained from scratch in our experiments. In
the training process, we set the batchsize as 64 and use the
Adam optimizer with 0.001 initial learning rate. We train
the model for 30 epochs for each step. We set the threshold
τ1 as 1

n for the geometry incremental search scheme, where
n is the number of classes. For the threshold τ2, we set it
as the mean of squared distances of instances with the same
class. The size of the memory buffer is the same as existing
replay-based methods [11, 21, 36]. For the first group of
settings, we randomly select 20 instances for each class. For
the second group of settings, we evaluate our method with
the size of the memory buffer B as 200 and 500.

In the submanifold pool P , CCSs are sampled with size
16, 32, 64, 128, and 256. For simplicity, we sequentially
sample coordinates from features for CCSs with the same
size. Take CCSs with a dimension of 16 as an example, the
first CCS uses dimensions 1− 16, and the second one uses
dimensions 17 − 32. Since the dimension of features from
ResNet-18 is 512, there are 512

16 + 512
32 + 512

64 + 512
128+

512
256 = 62

CCSs in P totally. We initialize curvatures of half of CCSs
as −1, and initialize curvatures of the rest of CCSs as 1.
The initial weight aj is assigned as 1

n .
Evaluation Metric. We use the final accuracy, average

accuracy, average forgetting, and average incremental accu-
racy [11, 53] to evaluate our method.

5.2. Main Results

Final accuracies on the C100-B50-S5, C100-B50-S10,
and C100-B40-S20 settings are shown in Tab. 1. Final ac-
curacies on the T200-B100-S5, T200-B100-S10, and T200-
B100-S20 settings are shown in Tab. 2. Final accuracies on

Size of B Method C100-B0-S5 C100-B0-S10 C100-B0-S20

200

ER [37] 21.94± 0.83 14.23± 0.12 9.90± 1.67
GEM [30] 19.73± 0.34 13.20± 0.21 8.29± 0.18

AGEM [13] 17.97± 0.26 9.44± 0.29 4.88± 0.09
iCaRL [36] 30.12± 2.45 22.38± 2.79 12.62± 1.43

FDR [5] 22.84± 1.49 14.85± 2.76 6.70± 0.79
GSS [1] 19.44± 2.83 11.84± 1.46 6.42± 1.24

DER++ [8] 27.46± 1.16 21.76± 0.78 15.16± 1.53
HAL [12] 13.21± 1.24 9.67± 1.67 5.67± 0.91
ERT [9] 21.61± 0.87 12.91± 1.46 10.14± 1.96
RM [4] 32.23± 1.09 22.71± 0.93 15.15± 2.14
Ours 32.75± 0.42 25.87± 1.01 19.09± 0.34

500

ER [37] 27.97± 0.33 21.54± 0.29 15.36± 1.15
GEM [30] 25.44± 0.72 18.48± 1.34 12.58± 2.15

AGEM [13] 18.75± 0.51 9.72± 0.22 5.97± 1.13
iCaRL [36] 35.95± 2.16 30.25± 1.86 20.05± 1.33

FDR [5] 29.99± 2.23 22.81± 2.81 13.10± 3.34
GSS [1] 22.08± 3.51 13.72± 2.64 7.49± 4.78

DER++ [8] 38.39± 1.57 36.15± 1.10 21.65± 1.44
HAL [12] 16.74± 3.51 11.12± 3.80 9.71± 2.91
ERT [9] 28.82± 1.83 23.00± 0.58 18.42± 1.92
RM [4] 39.47± 1.26 32.52± 1.53 23.09± 1.72
Ours 40.85± 0.91 33.55± 0.53 28.78± 0.87

Table 3. Final accuracy (%) on the C100-B0-S5, C100-B0-S10,
and C100-B0-S20 settings.

Method C100-B50-S5 C100-B50-S10 C100-B40-S20
AIA↑ (%) AF↓ (%) AIA↑ (%) AF↓ (%) AIA↑ (%) AF↓ (%)

iCaRLCNN [36] 51.31 42.13 48.28 45.69 44.61 43.54
iCaRLNME [36] 60.86 24.90 53.86 28.32 51.01 35.53

EEIL [11] 60.40 23.36 55.77 26.65 52.57 32.40
LUCIR [21] 63.75 21.00 60.68 25.12 58.27 28.65
PASS [54] 63.84 25.20 59.87 30.25 58.07 30.61
IL2A [53] 66.19 29.57 58.2 39.75 58.01 48.66
HFA [18] 66.96 23.54 63.7 25.45 59.02 29.76

Ours 67.44 21.94 65.93 23.76 61.85 24.71

Table 4. Average incremental accuracy (denoted by ’AIA’) and
average forgetting (denoted by ’AF’) on the C100-B50-S5, C100-
B50-S10, and C100-B40-S20 settings.

the C100-B0-S5, C100-B0-S10, and C100-B0-S20 settings
are shown in Tab. 3. Average accuracies and average forget-
ting on the C100-B50-S5, C100-B50-S10, and C100-B40-
S20 settings are shown in Tab. 4. Average forgetting on the
C100-B0-S20 setting is shown in Fig. 4. Accuracy curves
on the C100-B50-S5, C100-B50-S10, and C100-B40-S20
settings are shown in Fig. 5. Our method achieves bet-
ter performance than compared continual learning methods,
having higher accuracies and lower forgetting. These re-
sults demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.

Take C100-B50-S10 as an example (in Tab. 1), our
method finally achieves 54.12%, 3.59% and 9.05% higher
than the replay-based methods LUCIR [21] and IL2A [53],
and 8.81% higher than the regularization-based method
iCaRL [36]. This shows the effectiveness of exploring the
geometric structure for continual learning. Moreover, our
performance is 2.01% higher than that of HFA [18] that
uses a fixed hyperbolic geometry for the data stream. In
contrast, our method expands the geometry of the underly-
ing space to match the growing geometric structures of the
data stream, leading to better performance.
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Figure 4. Average forgetting (AF, %) on the C100-B0-S10 setting.
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Figure 5. Accuracy curves on the C100-B50-S5, C100-B50-S10,
and C100-B40-S20 settings.

In the second group of settings (in Tab. 3), our method
achieves good performance again on both the two sizes of
the memory buffer. With the steps in continual learning in-
creasing, learning a good model becomes more and more
challenging. In this case, our improvements become larger
and larger with the increase of steps compared with exist-
ing methods. For example, when the size of the memory
buffer is 200, compared with RM [4], our improvements
are 0.52%, 3.16%, and 3.94% on the C100-B0-S5, C100-
B0-S10, C100-B0-S20 settings, respectively. This shows
that exploring date geometry benefits to continual learning,
efficiently alleviating the catastrophic forgetting problem,
especially in challenging settings.

5.3. Ablation Study

Our method includes three important components:
the geometry incremental search scheme, the angular-
regularization loss function, and the neighbor-robustness
loss function. We conduct ablation experiments on the
CIFAR-100 dataset to evaluate their effectiveness. We
denote the geometry incremental search scheme, angular-
regularization loss function, and the neighbor-robustness
loss function as ‘GIS’, ‘Global’, and ‘Local’, respectively.
We first evaluate using the Euclidean geometry, that is, none
of the three components is used, and the model is only
trained by the cross-entropy loss in the Euclidean space
using the memory buffer. Then, we add the geometry in-
cremental search scheme to the model. Next, we remove

Method C100-B50-S5 C100-B50-S10 C100-B40-S20
Euclidean 50.63 49.56 43.60

GIS 51.62 49.86 46.15
Global+Local 52.63 50.50 44.45
GIS+Global 52.49 50.33 47.31
GIS+Local 53.94 53.40 46.84

Ours 56.03 54.31 49.32

Table 5. Final accuracy (%) of ablation results on the C100-B50-
S5, C100-B50-S10, and C100-B40-S20 settings.

the geometry incremental search scheme and add the two
proposed loss functions. Finally, we evaluate the two loss
functions by combining the geometry incremental search
scheme with one of them. Results are shown in Tab. 5.

We observe that all the three components have contribu-
tions to our improvement. Comparing ‘GIS’ with ‘Base-
line’ and ‘Ours’ and ‘Global+Local’, the geometry incre-
mental search scheme brings about 3% improvements on
the C100-B50-S5 and C100-B40-S20 settings. ‘Ours’ has
better performance than ‘GIS+Local’, and ‘GIS+Global’
has better performance than ‘GIS’, showing the angular-
regularization loss function helps solve the catastrophic
forgetting problem in continual learning. Similarly, the
neighbor-robustness loss function also benefits to continual
learning, especially in C100-B50-S10. These results show
that exploring data geometry via the designed components
is an effective and promising way for continual learning.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented that exploring data ge-
ometry benefits to continual learning, through which the
forgetting issue of old data can be prevented by preserv-
ing geometric structures of data and learning from new
data benefits from expanding the geometry of the under-
lying space. The introduced geometry incremental search
scheme can produce suitable geometry for new data, avoid-
ing data distortions. The proposed angular-regularization
loss function can well preserve global structures of old
data, and the neighbor-robustness loss can make local struc-
tures more discriminative. Experiments on multiple settings
show that our method achieves better performance than con-
tinual learning methods designed in Euclidean space. In the
current method, the submanifold pool has a finite number of
CCSs, which may limit the ability of the mixed-curvature
space. In the future, we are going to study more flexible
schemes, where the submanifold pool has an infinite num-
ber of CCSs with arbitrary dimensions.
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